Activity

The Protein Production and Purification Facility is a core service and resource to overcome the major bottleneck in recombinant protein expression and purification. Mainly we provide advice and active support for researchers scientific community in the use of the procaryotic and eukaryotic expression system for recombinant protein production.

The facility offers equipment and materials required for the expression of protein in bacterial, Yeast, insect (baculovirus) and mammalian cell. We can execute the complete cloning, expression, scale-up and purification process or specific tasks within the project.

We have optimized different expressions vectors in combination with various bacterial strains, yeast strain, insect strain and mammalian cell for specific expression of different types of proteins.
Mission

The Protein Expression Facility is a fee-for platform dedicated to providing technical assistance in the following areas:

- Advices and training
- Recombinant DNA engineering
- Recombinant protein expression in bacteria and yeast
- Recombinant protein expression via baculovirus expression systems (BVES)
- Recombinant protein expression in Mammalian cells
- Protein purification
- Polyclonals antibodies production
The Recombinant Protein Facility

- The facility offers equipment and materials required for the expression of protein in bacterial, Yeast, insect (baculovirus) and mammalian cell. The facility have systems and tools to analyze and purify proteins.

Available:

- Bacteria strains
- Yeasts strains
- Insect cells / baculovirus
- Mammalian cells
- Fermenter 2L
- Spinner 1L
- Refrigerated cell disruption
Services

The platform possesses expertise to produce and to purify any type of protein. For each project we used the following flowchart:

- Primer design and expression vector cloning
- Strains development
- Expression screening
- Production and purification

Other Services

- Preparation and distribution of recombinant expression vector
- New Vector development to provide state-of-the-art expression technologies
- Maintenance of frozen stocks of recombinant baculovirus
Protein Expression and Purification Core Facility

Platforms

- Protein purification technology development
- Development of recombinant protein and molecular biology enzymes catalogue

**Polyclonals and Monoclonals Antibodies production**

**Equipments**

- Fermenter for cell culture and protein production
- Chromatography system: for protein purification
- Cell Disruption: proteins extraction
- Insect cell culture for protein production
- Hybridoma system production
- Akta flux for sample concentration

**Network and collaboration**

P4EU: (Protein Production and Purification Partnership in Europe) network initiative
Collaboration with Recombinant Platform facility of Institut Pasteur

**Training**

The facility functions as a training centre for students and scientists in gene cloning and Recombinant protein production.

**Key publications**

**Year of publication 2015**


*Jarid2 Methylation via the PRC2 Complex Regulates H3K27me3 Deposition during Cell Differentiation.*


**Year of publication 2014**


*BIN1/M-Amphiphysin2 induces clustering of phosphoinositides to recruit its downstream partner dynamin*

*Nature Communications* 5 : [DOI : 10.1038/ncomms6647]

Abdeslam Et Taouil, Emilie Brun, Patricia Duchambon, Yves Blouquit, Manon Gilles, Emmanuel Maisonhaute, Cécile Sicard-Roselli (2014 Oct 14)

*How protein structure affects redox reactivity: example of Human centrin 2.*


**Year of publication 2013**

Xavier Lahaye, Takeshi Satoh, Matteo Gentili, Silvia Cerboni, Cécile Conrad, Ilse Hurbain, Ahmed El Marjou, Christine Lacabaratz, Jean-Daniel Lelièvre, Nicolas Manel (2013 Sep 6)

*The capsids of HIV-1 and HIV-2 determine immune detection of the viral cDNA by the innate sensor cGAS in dendritic cells.*

**An improved strategy for easy process monitoring and advanced purification of recombinant proteins.**


**“On-the-fly” kinetics of enzymatic racemization using deuterium NMR in DNA-based chiral oriented media.**

*Analytical chemistry* : 4694-7 : DOI : [10.1021/ac4004002](https://doi.org/10.1021/ac4004002)